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Liferay Portal Administrator's Guide, 3rd Edition
2009
the liferay portal administrator s guide is your complete guide to installing
integrating configuring and maintaining liferay portal this comprehensive guide will
show you how to install liferay portal configure it for your use and maintain your
liferay powered site on a day to day basis from installing a bundle to creating your
users from managing site security to administering message boards from
integrating single sign on to configuring a liferay cluster every aspect of running
liferay portal is covered

The Complete Guide to SAP NetWeaver Portal
2012
if you are a consultant administrator or developer who works with sap netweaver
portal this book is an invaluable resource starting with the blueprint phase of an
installation through to the go live and support phases the complete guide to sap
netweaver portal discusses topics relevant for installation configuration
implementation development and administration this one stop guide is full of step
by step instructions and detailed screenshots and will teach you everything you
need to know about working with sap netweaver portal

A Complete Guide to Portals and User Experience
Platforms 2015-09-25
build a next generation enterprise digital platform with portals and uxp a complete
guide to portals and user experience platforms provides in depth coverage of portal
technologies and user experience platforms uxps which form the key pillars of a
modern digital platform drawing on his experience in various roles in numerous
portal engagements the author gives you different perspectives of the same
technology platform the first section introduces portal through multiple viewpoints
to cater to a wide audience including business operations development integration
performance and architecture views the book details many novel and practically
proven models and frameworks such as portal value realization framework portal
assessment framework portal evaluation model portal infrastructure planning
techniques and portal integration techniques you also learn about effective digital
program strategies including portal roadmap strategy collaboration strategy portal
security planning portal testing strategy seo and analytics planning concepts the
second section dives into uxp and advanced topics it elaborates on uxp design
concepts including uxp reference architecture customer touch point analysis user
experience mapping and responsive web design it also looks at advanced topics
such as next generation portals portal trends portal user experience strategy omni
channel strategy portal kpi portal pitfalls and best practices portal security portal
governance digital program management and portal performance engineering in



the third section the book presents four case studies related to intranet portals
retail portals customer service portals and portal content management it discusses
business drivers challenges portal solutions and solution benefits for each of the
case studies written by a seasoned practitioner this book balances the core topics of
modern portals along with emerging technologies in the digital space suitable for
the entire digital technology community including it managers digital architects
developers and testers it provides you with a practical guide for successfully
building best practices based digital platforms with forward looking features

Narrowcast Server Installation and Configuration
Guide for MicroStrategy 9. 3. 1 2013-04-30
cisco unified customer voice portal building unified contact centers rue green ccie
no 9269 the definitive guide to deploying cisco unified customer voice portal ivrs in
any contact center environment thousands of companies are replacing legacy acd
tdm based contact centers with pure ip based unified contact center solutions one
of these solutions is quickly earning market leadership cisco unified customer voice
portal cvp now one of the leading cisco cvp experts brings together everything
network and telephony professionals need to successfully implement production
interactive voice response ivr solutions with cvp architectural guidelines
deployment best practices detailed insights for design and sizing and more ccie rue
green guides you through designing unified contact centers with cvp and deploying
proven infrastructures to support your designs the author first explains cvp s
architecture outlining its key advantages and opportunities for integration and
illuminating the design challenges it presents next he guides you through
addressing each of these challenges covering all cvp components and tools and
offering detailed insights available in no other book using this book s detailed
working configurations and examples you can minimize configuration errors reduce
downtime strengthen monitoring and drive maximum value from any cvp based
unified call center solution rue green ccie no 9269 routing switching and voice cissp
mcse mcitp is a technical leader for the customer collaboration service line within
cisco advanced services where he focuses on unified contact center architectures
and deployment methodologies he currently acts in a delivery architect role for
unified cvp unified icm and cisco unified communications manager for unified
contact center solutions he has spent the last 21 years working within different
roles related to the architecture design and implementation of large voice and data
networks including several years working with complex contact center solutions
discover cvp s powerful capabilities and advantages understand how cvp s
components fit together into a unified architecture utilize cvp native components
call server vxml server reporting server operations console server and cisco unified
call studio integrate non native components such as ios devices unified icm ucm
content load balancers and third party servers choose the right deployment model
for your organization implement detailed call flows for standalone call director
comprehensive and vru only deployment models design unified cvp for high
availability efficiently deliver media via streaming caching and other techniques
address crucial sizing qos network latency and security considerations successfully



upgrade from older versions or h 323 platforms isolate and troubleshoot faults in
native and non native cvp components design virtualized unified cvp deployments
using ucs this ip communications book is part of the cisco press networking
technology series ip communications titles from cisco press help networking
professionals understand voice and ip telephony technologies plan and design
converged networks and implement network solutions for increased productivity

Installation and Configuration Guide for
MicroStrategy 9. 3 2012-09-30
the liferay portal administrator s guide is your complete guide to installing
integrating configuring and maintaining liferay portal this comprehensive guide will
show you how to install liferay portal configure it for your use and maintain your
liferay powered site on a day to day basis from installing a bundle to configuring a
liferay cluster every aspect of running liferay portal is covered this newly updated
guide is your roadmap to a successful implementation of liferay portal now covering
liferay portal 5 1 and below this book contains the information you need to keep
your portal environment running smoothly

Installation and Configuration Guide for
MicroStrategy 9.2.1m 2011-12-20
a step by step tutorial on implementing liferay based portals to learn performance
best practices the book is good for liferay portal developers and architects who
want to learn performance best practices for implementing liferay based solutions it
is assumed that you have a working knowledge of the liferay portal

Installation and Configuration Guide for
MicroStrategy 9. 3. 1 2013-04-30
use the full range of features of dynamics 365 portal to develop and implement end
user portals to provide your audience an online location to communicate and
collaborate this book guides you through implementation and highlights the best
practices for each feature author sanjaya yapa begins with an introduction to end
user portals in dynamics 365 and takes you through a practical example that
explains the features in detail he then teaches you how the portal security works
and best practices involved while configuring security such as local and federated
authentication web roles and access rules helpful illustrations and directives guide
you in setting up your portal with dynamics 365 customer engagement ce basic
customizations content management and web forms you learn how to configure and
manage document storage and learn about liquid templates which is important
when implementing custom web experiences for your end users after reading this
book you will be able to implement a portal with dynamics 365 ce and incorporate
best practices in your enterprise scale solutions what you will learn set up dynamics
365 portal within your dynamics 365 instanceget familiar with portal management



interface and its featuresknow the security models and how to choose the best
optionuse entity forms lists displaying charts and customize portalrefer to practical
examples and case studies for developing and implementing advanced liquid
templates who this book is for developers working in a dynamics 365 ce
environment

Narrowcast Server Installation and Configuration
Guide For 9. 3 2012-09-30
find create and share all of your mission critical data from a browser based interface
with sharepoint microsofts new net portal solution using this introductory guide
covering all aspects of deployment and administration this practical guide will show
you how to seamlessly integrate sharepoint with other familiar office applications
secure and monitor your server and perform backup and recovery tasks and an 8
page blueprint section will help visually reinforce concepts youve just learned about
a hands on introduction to administering and customizing sharepoint portal server
learn to work with sharepoint portal server effectively using this introductory guide
youll be able to capture share and publish business information using this flexible
portal solution and this book will walk you through basic steps of installation and
administration discover how to optimize and customize sharepoint to meet the
needs of your business and learn how to use all the document management
features including document collaboration versioning profiling and publishing find
out how to utilize sharepoints scalability for creating an intranet or extranet site
thats not only organized but also searchable allowing you to access critical
information from a browser based interface if youre looking for a clear easy to use
reference for getting started using microsofts powerful new portal solution this is
the book you need install and configure sharepoint portal server construct effective
user friendly portals find create and share business data from a browser based
interface get tips for advanced administration learn how to scale your server
installations optimize sharepoint portal server discover ways to keep a corporate
site secure learn to back up monitor and restore the server includes trial version of
microsoft sharepoint portal server 2001

Cisco Unified Customer Voice Portal 2011-12-16
ccnp security sisas 300 208 official cert guide from cisco press enables you to
succeed on the exam the first time and is the only self study resource approved by
cisco cisco security experts aaron woland and kevin redmon share preparation hints
and test taking tips helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your
conceptual knowledge and hands on skills this complete study package includes a
test preparation routine proven to help you pass the exam do i know this already
quizzes which enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on each
section the powerful pearson it certification practice testsoftware complete with
hundreds of well reviewed exam realistic questions customization options and
detailed performance reports a final preparation chapter which guides you through
tools and resources to help you craft your review and test taking strategies study



plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study time
well regarded for its level of detail study plans assessment features challenging
review questions and exercises video instruction and hands on labs this official
study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that ensure your exam
success the official study guide helps you master topics on the ccnp security sisas
300 208 exam including the following identity management secure access threat
defense troubleshooting monitoring and reporting tools threat defense architectures
identity management architectures

Liferay Administrator's Guide, 2nd Edition 2008
the liferay portal administrator s guide is your complete guide to installing
integrating configuring and maintaining a liferay portal server this comprehensive
guide will show you how to bring up a liferay portal server and keep it running from
installing a bundle to configuring a liferay cluster every aspect of running liferay
portal is covered

Liferay Portal Performance Best Practices
2013-06-10
note this is a republication of ibm spectrum archive enterprise edition v1 2 6
installation and configuration guide with new book number sg24 8445 to keep the
content available on the internet along with the recent publication ibm spectrum
archive enterprise edition v1 3 0 installation and configuration guide sg24 8333 this
ibm redbooks publication helps you with the planning installation and configuration
of the new ibm spectrumtm archive v1 2 6 for the ibm ts3310 ibm ts3500 ibm
ts4300 and ibm ts4500 tape libraries ibm spectrum archivetm ee enables the use of
the ltfs for the policy management of tape as a storage tier in an ibm spectrum
scaletm based environment it helps encourage the use of tape as a critical tier in
the storage environment this is the sixth edition of ibm spectrum archive
installation and configuration guide ibm spectrum archive ee can run any
application that is designed for disk files on a physical tape media ibm spectrum
archive ee supports the ibm linear tape open lto ultrium 8 7 6 and 5 tape drives in
ibm ts3310 ts3500 ts4300 and ts4500 tape libraries in addition ibm ts1155 ts1150
and ts1140 tape drives are supported in ts3500 and ts4500 tape library
configurations ibm spectrum archive ee can play a major role in reducing the cost of
storage for data that does not need the access performance of primary disk the use
of ibm spectrum archive ee to replace disks with physical tape in tier 2 and tier 3
storage can improve data access over other storage solutions because it improves
efficiency and streamlines management for files on tape ibm spectrum archive ee
simplifies the use of tape by making it transparent to the user and manageable by
the administrator under a single infrastructure this publication is intended for
anyone who wants to understand more about ibm spectrum archive ee planning
and implementation this book is suitable for ibm clients ibm business partners ibm
specialist sales representatives and technical specialists



Getting Started with Dynamics 365 Portals
2019-11-16
part of packt s beginner s guide series each chapter follows the creation of a
fictional neighbourhood site to demonstrate an aspect of liferay portal with practical
examples screenshots and step by step instructions all you need in order to benefit
from the liferay beginner s guide is programming experience no prior knowledge of
liferay is required although experienced liferay portal programmers who need to get
up to speed with its latest features will also find this book useful

SharePoint Portal Server 2001
thoroughly prepare for the revised cisco ccie wireless v3 x certification exams
earning cisco ccie wireless certification demonstrates your broad theoretical
knowledge of wireless networking your strong understanding of cisco wlan
technologies and the skills and technical knowledge required of an expert level
wireless network professional this guide will help you efficiently master the
knowledge and skills you ll need to succeed on both the ccie wireless v3 x written
and lab exams designed to help you efficiently focus your study achieve mastery
and build confidence it focuses on conceptual insight not mere memorization
authored by five of the leading cisco wireless network experts it covers all areas of
the ccie wireless exam blueprint offering complete foundational knowledge for
configuring and troubleshooting virtually any cisco wireless deployment plan and
design enterprise class wlans addressing issues ranging from rf boundaries to ap
positioning power levels and density prepare and set up wireless network
infrastructure including layer 2 3 and key network services optimize existing wired
networks to support wireless infrastructure deploy configure and troubleshoot cisco
ios autonomous wlan devices for wireless bridging implement configure and
manage aireos appliance virtual and mobility express controllers secure wireless
networks with cisco identity services engine protocols concepts use cases and
configuration set up and optimize management operations with prime infrastructure
and mse cmx design configure operate and troubleshoot wlans with real time
applications

CCNP Security SISAS 300-208 Official Cert Guide
2015-04-08
summary liferay in action is a comprehensive and authoritative guide to building
portals on the liferay 6 platform fully supported and authorized by liferay this book
guides you smoothly from your first exposure to liferay through the crucial day to
day tasks of building and maintaining an enterprise portal that works well within
your existing it infrastructure about the technology a portal is a website built
around a collection of components that request display and share information
liferay portal 6 an enterprise ready development platform makes it a snap to build
portals that integrate with your existing backend systems and provide a rich



interactive user experience because liferay uses standard java and javascript along
with built in soap and json support for web services developers can be productive
immediately and since it s available in both a free open source version as well as a
fully supported commercial edition it s an affordable solution for almost any
business or organization about the book liferay in action is the official guide to
building liferay portal applications using java and javascript if you ve never used
liferay before don t worry this book starts with the basics setting up your
development environment and creating a working portal then it builds on that
foundation to help you discover social features tagging ratings and more you ll also
explore the portlet 2 0 api and learn to create custom themes and reusable
templates experienced developers will learn how to use new liferay apis to build
social and collaborative sites use the message bus and workflow implement
indexing and search and more this book was developed in close collaboration with
liferay engineers so it answers the right questions and answers them in depth no
experience with liferay or the portlets api is required but basic knowledge of java
and web technology is assumed purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a
free pdf epub and kindle ebook from manning also available is all code from the
book what s inside complete coverage of liferay portal 6 covers both the
commercial and open source versions custom portlet development using the portlet
2 0 spec liferay s social network api add functionality with hooks and ext plugins
table of contents part 1 working with liferay and portlets the liferay difference
getting started with the liferay development platform part 2 writing applications on
liferay s platform a data driven portlet made easy mvc the liferay way designing
your site with themes and layout templates making your site social enabling user
collaboration part 3 customizing liferay hooks extending liferay effectively a tour of
liferay apis

Liferay Administrator's Guide 2008-04-01
overview and goals wireless communication technologies are undergoing rapid
advancements the last few years have experienced a steep growth in research in
the area of wireless mesh networks wmns the attractiveness of wmns in general is
attributed to their characteristics such as the ability to dynamically self organize
and self con gure coupled with the ability to maintain mesh connectivity leading in
effect to low set up installation costs simpler maintenance tasks and service
coverage with high reliability and fault tolerance wmns also support their
integration with existing wireless networks such as cellular networks wlans wireless
delity wi fi and worldwide interoperability of microwave access wimax wmns have
found u ful applications in a broad range of domains such as broadband home
networking commercial business networking and community networking particularly
attr tive in offering broadband wireless access with low initial installation and set up
costs even though wmns have emerged to be attractive and they hold great
promises for our future there are several challenges that need to be addressed
some of the wellknownchallenges areattributedtoissuesrelatingtoscalability signi
cantdrop in throughput with the increase in the number of nodes multicasting
offering qu ity of service guarantees energy ef ciency and security this handbook



attempts to provide a comprehensive guide on fundamental key topics coupled with
new ideas and results in the areas of wmns the book has been prepared keeping in
mind that it needs to prove itself to be a valuable resource dealing with both the
important core and the specialized issues in wmns

IBM Spectrum Archive Enterprise Edition V1.2.6
Installation and Configuration Guide 2019-04-19
ibm intelligent operations center is an integrated solution and a continually evolving
platform and set of capabilities the platform grows as the capabilities increase over
time and new interfaces and integration points are introduced in each release the
purpose of this ibm redbooks publication is to guide planners architects and
implementers through the options that they have to take advantage of the new
capabilities and maximize the benefits of moving to the new release this book
considers what has already been deployed with ibm intelligent operations center v1
5 the benefits of the new version ibm intelligent operations center v1 6 0 1 and the
best way to take advantage of the new capabilities as you transition ibm intelligent
operations center has several integration and extension points for the previous and
current versions of the product which points are documented and described in this
book this ibm redbooks publication describes options and considerations for the
best way to migrate customizations and benefit from the new architecture thorough
details about the differences between the prior and new versions of the product are
provided to enable a clear understanding of migration choices options and preferred
practices this book includes descriptions of the trade offs for each migration option
and in depth information about data flows available tools and scripting changes that
might affect existing ibm intelligent operations center installations this book is
targeted to the following audiences line of business managers or stakeholders who
are interested in understanding the new features in ibm intelligent operations
center v1 6 and who are looking for information about how to plan the migration of
their current ibm intelligent operations center v1 5 environments architects who
need to understand the effect that ibm intelligent operations center v1 6 will have
on the architecture of ibm intelligent operations center v1 5 solutions it specialists
and product specialists who are responsible for implementing the migration of a
solution based on ibm intelligent operations center v1 5 to a v1 6 solution readers
of this book will benefit from the ibm redbooks publication ibm intelligent operations
center 1 6 programming guide sg24 8201

Liferay Beginner's Guide 2011-12-01
in order to remain competitive in today s world companies need to be able to
integrate internally and externally by connecting sensors customers and partners
with the information in their systems of record in short they need to integrate with
everything this ibm redbooks publication describes how ibm application integration
suite and ibm messaging portfolio can be used to satisfy the needs of core hybrid
integration use cases accelerating companies in their digital transformation journey
all concepts are explained within the context of these use cases joining the api



economy improving productivity refactoring for innovation the target audience for
this book is cloud and integration architects and specialists who are implementing
hybrid integration solutions

WebSphere Portal V5.0 Production Deployment
and Operations Guide 2005
develop cloud native applications using serverless technologies azure services and
net with the help of this reference guide key features create cloud native net
applications using cutting edge technologies design develop and deploy scalable
manageable and resilient apps with various azure services explore serverless
architecture and optimize application scalability through efficient design purchase
of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook book descriptiona developer s
guide to net in azure helps you embark on a transformative journey through
microsoft azure that is tailored to net developers this book is a curated
compendium that ll enable you to master the creation of resilient scalable and
highly available applications the book is divided into four parts with part 1
demystifying azure for you and emphasizing the portal s utility and seamless
integration the chapters in this section help you configure your workspace for
optimal azure synergy you ll then move on to part 2 where you ll explore serverless
computing microservices containerization dapr and azure kubernetes service for
scalability and build pragmatic cost effective applications using azure functions and
container apps part 3 delves into data and storage showing you how to utilize azure
blob storage for unstructured data azure sql database for structured data and azure
cosmos db for document oriented data the final part teaches you about messaging
and security utilizing azure app configuration event hubs service bus key vault and
azure ad b2c for robust secure applications by the end of this book you ll have
mastered azure s responsive infrastructure for exceptional applications what you
will learn discover how to create serverless apps and services design microservices
with azure kubernetes service get to grips with different azure databases and
storage services find out how to use secret and configuration management
familiarize yourself with event driven architecture understand how to leverage
azure service bus and azure event hubs find out how to protect apis and apps using
azure b2c who this book is forthis book is for net developers and architects who are
eager to master the art of creating and deploying robust applications using net and
azure a foundational understanding of net and azure will enable you to enhance
your skills with this resourceful guide developers aspiring to explore the realms of
microservices and serverless applications within the net and azure landscapes will
find this book invaluable

CCIE Wireless v3 Study Guide 2018-11-27
master core kubernetes concepts important to enterprises from security policy and
management point of view learn to deploy a service mesh using istio build a ci cd
platform and provide enterprise security to your clusters key featuresextensively
revised edition to cover the latest updates and new releases along with two new



chapters to introduce istioget a firm command of kubernetes from a dual
perspective of an admin as well as a developerunderstand advanced topics
including load balancing externaldns global load balancing authentication
integration policy security auditing backup istio and ci cdbook description
kubernetes has taken the world by storm becoming the standard infrastructure for
devops teams to develop test and run applications with significant updates in each
chapter this revised edition will help you acquire the knowledge and tools required
to integrate kubernetes clusters in an enterprise environment the book introduces
you to docker and kubernetes fundamentals including a review of basic kubernetes
objects you ll get to grips with containerization and understand its core
functionalities such as creating ephemeral multinode clusters using kind the book
has replaced podsecuritypolicies psp with opa gatekeeper for psp like enforcement
you ll integrate your container into a cloud platform and tools including metallb
externaldns openid connect oidc open policy agent opa falco and velero after
learning to deploy your core cluster you ll learn how to deploy istio and how to
deploy both monolithic applications and microservices into your service mesh finally
you will discover how to deploy an entire gitops platform to kubernetes using
continuous integration and continuous delivery ci cd what you will learncreate a
multinode kubernetes cluster using kindimplement ingress metallb externaldns and
the new sandbox project k8gbconfigure a cluster oidc and impersonationdeploy a
monolithic application in istio service meshmap enterprise authorization to
kubernetessecure clusters using opa and gatekeeperenhance auditing using falco
and eckback up your workload for disaster recovery and cluster migrationdeploy to
a gitops platform using tekton gitlab and argocdwho this book is for this book is for
anyone interested in devops containerization and going beyond basic kubernetes
cluster deployments devops engineers developers and system administrators
looking to enhance their it career paths will also find this book helpful although
some prior experience with docker and kubernetes is recommended this book
includes a kubernetes bootcamp that provides a description of kubernetes objects
to help you if you are new to the topic or need a refresher

Liferay in Action 2011-09-19
this is the ebook version of the print title note that the ebook does not provide
access to the practice test software that accompanies the print book trust the best
selling official cert guide series from cisco press to help you learn prepare and
practice for exam success they are built with the objective of providing assessment
review and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification
exam ccnp security secure 642 637 official cert guide presents you with an
organized test preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and
techniques do i know this already quizzes open each chapter and enable you to
decide how much time you need to spend on each section exam topic lists make
referencing easy chapter ending exam preparation tasks help you drill on key
concepts you must know thoroughly master ccnp security secure 642 637 exam
topics assess your knowledge with chapter opening quizzes review key concepts
with exam preparation tasks ccnp security secure 642 637 official cert guide



focuses specifically on the objectives for the ccnp security secure exam senior
networking consultants sean wilkins and trey smith share preparation hints and test
taking tips helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your
conceptual knowledge and hands on skills material is presented in a concise
manner focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics
well regarded for its level of detail assessment features and challenging review
questions and exercises this official study guide helps you master the concepts and
techniques that will enable you to succeed on the exam the first time the official
study guide helps you master all the topics on the ccnp security secure exam
including network security threats and foundation protection switched data plane
security 802 1x and identity based networking services cisco ios routed data plane
security cisco ios control plane security cisco ios management plane security nat
zone based firewalls ios intrusion prevention system cisco ios site to site security
solutions ipsec vpns dynamic multipoint vpns and get vpns ssl vpns and ezvpn ccnp
security secure 642 637 official cert guide is part of a recommended learning path
from cisco that includes simulation and hands on training from authorized cisco
learning partners and self study products from cisco press to find out more about
instructor led training e learning and hands on instruction offered by authorized
cisco learning partners worldwide please visit cisco com go authorizedtraining

Installation and Configuration Guide for
MicroStrategy 10 2015-06-04
maintain a robust mission critical oracle8i database this book provides
administrative solutions for the day to day dba you ll learn how to install the
database for maximum efficiency upgrades patches migrations tune and maintain
its security the book also explains in detail how to build and support a fully
functioning oracle database this authoritative text contains up to date information
available on oracle s latest release and shows you how to configure database
architecture install and set up with unix requirements create the actual database
with scripts gui management produc

Guide to Wireless Mesh Networks 2009-09-15
jboss in action is the first book to focus on teaching readers in detail how to use the
jboss application server unlike other titles about jboss the authors of jboss in action
go deeper into the advanced features and configuration of the server in particular it
focuses on enterprise class topics such as high availability security and
performance this book walks readers through the jboss 5 application server from
installation to configuration to production development it shows how to configure
the server s various component containers such as the jboss server the ejb 3 server
and jboss messaging it also provides detailed insight into configuring the various
component services such as security performance and clustering beyond coverage
of the core application server the book also teaches how to use some of the hot
technologies that run on top of the application server such as jboss seam and jboss
portal purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle



ebook from manning also available is all code from the book the authors both
seasoned professional experts at developing and administering jboss provide
meaningful explanations and background on many topics which they tie in with
their own practical real world advice from their collective experience these uniquely
comprehensive explanations and the wide coverage provided in this book surpass
any other content currently available in any other book article or documentation on
the subject

IBM Intelligent Operations Center V1.5 to V1.6
Migration Guide 2014-05-09
the installation and configuration guide includes information to install and configure
microstrategy products on windows unix linux and hp platforms as well as basic
maintenance guidelines

An Architectural and Practical Guide to IBM
Hybrid Integration Platform 2017-01-12
thoroughly updated and expanded includes new coverage on cloud computing for
sap in just 24 sessions of one hour or less you ll master the latest updates on sap
and discover how to succeed with it in real business and technical environments
using this book s straightforward step by step approach you ll learn through
practical hands on examples and case studies based on sap s free demonstration
software each lesson builds on what you ve already learned giving you a strong real
world foundation with both the business and technical sides of sap leading sap
architect and consultant george anderson starts with the absolute basics thoroughly
covers core business reporting and administration tasks and takes you all the way
to the cutting edge including how the cloud might be used to support sap
environments step by step instructions carefully walk you through the most
common sap tasks quizzes and exercises at the end of each chapter help you test
your knowledge by the way notes present interesting information related to the
discussion did you know tips offer advice or show you easier ways to perform tasks
watch out cautions alert you to possible problems and give you advice on how to
avoid them learn how to integrate various cloud resources into your current day sap
environments understand sap applications components and architecture obtain and
install the trial version of sap step by step use netweaver sap erp the sap business
suite and other sap applications select an access method and create user roles and
authorizations customize your user interface for maximum convenience and
productivity transact day to day business including sample sales order transactions
personnel updates and more work through complex processes such as order to cash
query from sap and third party business productivity tools such as sharepoint
professionally tune maintain and monitor sap systems plan and build new sap
applications prepare for sap projects including technical upgrades and
enhancements develop your career as a sap business or technology professional dr
george w anderson senior architect and sap basis consultant for microsoft services



specializes in designing and optimizing mission critical platforms for sap and other
enterprise applications he s passionate about developing architectural patterns and
tools capable of enabling the kind of business agility that it has been promising for
years and businesses today need more than ever a certified sap technical
consultant pmi pmp and long time mcse his books include sap implementation
unleashed and the popular sap planning best practices in implementation category
sap covers sap user level beginning intermediate

A Developer's Guide to .NET in Azure 2023-10-20
the narrowcast server getting started guide contains instructions to work with the
tutorial to learn narrowcast server interfaces and features

Kubernetes – An Enterprise Guide 2021-12-22
master windows server installation and configuration with hands on practice and
interactive study aids for the mcsa windows server 2012 r2 exam 70 410 mcsa
windows server 2012 r2 installation and configuration study guide exam 70 410
provides complete preparation for exam 70 410 installing and configuring windows
server 2012 r2 with comprehensive coverage of all exam topics and plenty of hands
on practice this self paced guide is the ideal resource for those preparing for the
mcsa on windows server 2012 r2 real world scenarios demonstrate how the lessons
are applied in everyday settings readers also get access to the interactive practice
tests electronic flashcards and video demonstration of the more difficult tasks which
help readers fully understand the scope of principles at work exam 70 410 is one of
three exams mcsa candidates must take to obtain their mcsa windows server 2012
r2 the test is aligned with the 2012 update to the windows server operating system
and so is the book this study guide contains everything users need to know for the
exam including the 2012 update s changes to hyper v and active directory avoid
surprises on exam day and master the material while learning to install and
configure windows server 2012 r2 configure hyper v and server roles and features
install and administer active directory manage group policy exam prep is about
more than passing the test it helps you gain hands on experience performing more
complex operations giving you the confidence you need to successfully apply what
you ve learned in a work environment if you re looking to triumph over the mcsa
exam 70 410 mcsa windows server 2012 r2 installation and configuration study
guide exam 70 410 provides the information and practice you need

CCNP Security Secure 642-637 Official Cert Guide
2011-06-02
the step by step guide to building world class portlet solutions fast portlet
development traditionally has been difficult and time consuming requiring costly
resources and specialized expertise in multiple technologies ibm websphere portlet
factory simplifies and accelerates portlet development enabling developers to build
world class portlet solutions without in depth knowledge of portal technology expert



developer david bowley walks you through several of today s most common portlet
development scenarios demonstrating how to create powerful robust portlets
quickly and cost effectively each walkthrough contains all the step by step
instructions detailed guidance fast answers and working sample code you need to
get tangible results immediately the best resource available on websphere portlet
factory this bookreflects bowley s unsurpassed experience constructing large
enterprise portals bowley covers everything from back end integration to user
interface and ajax techniques helping you choose the right builder tool for each task
and define high level instructions that generate superior code artifacts his example
projects are simple enough to understand easily but sophisticated enough to be
valuable in real world development this book will be indispensable to every
developer who wants to succeed with websphere portlet factory including java j2ee
and soa developers at all levels of expertise as well as lotus notes developers
transitioning to websphere portal coverage includes creating robust portlets tips
tricks shortcuts and previously undocumented gotchas incorporating services
domino views forms and sql data sources into your portlets formatting information
for more effective display adding ui controls charts validation java methods and
other capabilities displaying context sensitive content using ajax in your portlets
communicating between portlets implementing error handling logging and security

Oracle DBA on Unix and Linux 2002
prepare to take the new exam az 700 with confidence and launch your career as an
azure network engineer not only does mca microsoft certified associate azure
network engineer study guide exam az 700 help you prepare for your certification
exam it takes a deep dive into the role and responsibilities of an azure network
engineer so you can learn what to expect in your new career you ll also have access
to additional online study tools including hundreds of bonus practice exam
questions electronic flashcards and a searchable glossary of important terms
prepare smarter with sybex s superior interactive online learning environment and
test bank exam az 700 designing and implementing microsoft azure networking
solutions measures your ability to design implement manage secure and monitor
technical tasks such as hybrid networking core networking infrastructure routing
networks and private access to azure services with this in demand certification you
can qualify for jobs as an azure network engineer where you will work with solution
architects cloud administrators security engineers application developers and
devops engineers to deliver azure solutions this study guide covers 100 of the
objectives and all key concepts including design implement and manage hybrid
networking design and implement core networking infrastructure design and
implement routing secure and monitor networks design and implement private
access to azure services if you re ready to become the go to person for
recommending planning and implementing azure networking solutions you ll need
certification with exam az 700 this is your one stop study guide to feel confident
and prepared on test day trust the proven sybex self study approach to validate
your skills and to help you achieve your career goals



JBoss in Action 2008-12-31
the narrowcast server installation and configuration guide contains information to
install and configure narrowcast server

SAP NetWeaver Portal Technology 2008
third edition thoroughly updated and expanded with extensive new coverage in just
24 sessions of one hour or less you ll master the entire sap project lifecycle from
planning through implementation and system administration through day to day
operations using this book s straightforward step by step approach you ll gain a
strong real world foundation in both the technology and business essentials of today
s sap products and applications from the ground up step by step instructions walk
you through the most common questions issues and tasks you ll encounter with sap
case study based exercises help you build and test your knowledge by the way
notes present interesting pieces of information did you know tips offer advice or
teach an easier way watch out cautions warn about potential problems learn how to
understand sap s newest products for enterprises and small to midsize businesses
and choose the right solutions for your company discover how sap integrates with
services and service oriented architecture develop an efficient roadmap for
deploying sap in your environment plan your sap implementation from business
functional technical and project management perspectives leverage netweaver 7 0
features to streamline development and integration and reduce cost walk through a
step by step sap technical installation master basic sap system administration and
operations perform essential tasks such as logon session management and printing
build sap queries and reports prepare for sap upgrades and enhancements develop
your own personal career as an sap professional register your book at informit com
title 9780137142842 for convenient access to updates and corrections as they
become available
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MicroStrategy 9. 3. 1 2013-04-30

MCSA Windows Server 2012 R2 Installation and
Configuration Study Guide 2015-01-20

Rapid Portlet Development with WebSphere
Portlet Factory 2008-09-11

MCA Microsoft Certified Associate Azure Network
Engineer Study Guide 2022-09-15
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